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Abstract
Wind generation in highly interconnected power networks creates local and centralised
stability issues based on their proximity to conventional synchronous generators and
load centres. This paper examines the large disturbance stability issues (i.e. rotor
angle and voltage stability) in power networks with geographically distributed wind
resources in the context of a number of dispatch scenarios based on profiles of
historical wind generation for a real power network. Stability issues have been
analysed using novel stability indices developed from dynamic characteristics of wind
generation. The results of this study show that localised stability issues worsen when
significant penetration of both conventional and wind generation is present due to
their non-complementary characteristics. In contrast, network stability improves when
either high penetration of wind and synchronous generation is present in the network.
Therefore, network regions can be clustered into two distinct stability groups (i.e.
superior stability and inferior stability regions). Network stability improves when a
voltage control strategy is implemented at wind farms, however both stability clusters
remain unchanged irrespective of change in the control strategy. Moreover, this study
has shown that the enhanced fault ride-through (FRT) strategy for wind farms can
improve both voltage and rotor angle stability locally, but only a marginal
improvement is evident in neighbouring regions.
Key Words
Doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG), interconnected system, rotor angle stability,
system inertia, voltage stability, wind generation.
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1. Introduction
Wind resource distribution is a significant determinant when characterising stability
of an interconnected power network. This is due to the fact that operational and
control techniques of wind generators can significantly influence system dynamics
based on their proximity to conventional synchronous generation and load centres. A
number of countries are planning for 100% renewables in their future power networks
[1-2], and wind generation has been identified as a major contributor towards
achieving these renewable energy targets. Power electronic based variable-speed wind
generators (VSWGs) are dominant in the wind generation industry due to their
superior active and reactive power controllability, less reactive power consumption
and ability to meet grid-code standards [3-4]. However, VSWGs are inherently less
responsive to system dynamics, since their mechanical dynamics are decoupled from
the electrical dynamics by the power electronic converter system, and hence they are
less responsive to frequency variations in the network [3-4]. In addition, plant
response

characteristics

of

various

conventional

generation

technologies

(e.g.

combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT)) will also influence on frequency stability [5].
A number of studies have been conducted on transient and voltage stability using
actual power systems with significant penetration of wind generation (approximately
50% wind penetration based on total system load). The studies conducted by
Akhmatov [6-7] analysed short-term voltage stability issues in the Danish power
network with fixed-speed wind generators (FSWGs), doubly-fed induction generators
(DFIGs), and combined heat and power (CHP) units. These studies illustrated that
protective disconnection (due to low-voltage protection) of wind generators; in
particular, the FSWGs can reduce the risk of voltage collapse in the system by
reducing the reactive power demand following a fault in the network. These
researchers have further advocated that the fault ride-through (FRT) capabilities of
wind generators can reduce the risk of voltage collapse during a network fault.
Moreover, those studies have shown that voltage stability can be improved by
installing dynamic reactive power compensation at certain nodes in the network. The
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Spanish network study conducted by Rodriguez et al. [8] and Usala [9] examined
voltage stability issues in the Spanish power system with FSWGs and DFIGs in the
network. A comparison between both technologies showed that DFIGs have much
better voltage stability performance than FSWGs. The Nordic system study conducted
with the FSWG based wind generation has also analysed the dynamic voltage
behaviour and stability during grid faults [10], and shown that the impact of FSWGs is
local but may result in sustained power oscillations.
Stability studies presented in [11] argued that transient and voltage stability
improved by high voltage network connection of wind farms, and a study on wind
technology mixes has shown that optimal wind technology mix [12] can improve
overall system stability by using complementary characteristics of different wind
generators. Stability studies conducted based on variable-speed wind generation
systems (i.e. DFIGs) are limited to simplified network structures, and few fault
scenarios [13-14]. In [15] impact of wind integration approaches to transient stability
has been presented. The impact of DFIG operating mode on transient stability [16-17]
and voltage stability [18] has been investigated and concluded that voltage control
mode is beneficial for stability. In [19] authors have advocated that DFIGs give rise to
both beneficial and detrimental impact on stability due to change in inertia in the
network.
This study is motivated from the All Island TSO Facilitation of Renewables Studies
report [20], which has indicated that geographic distribution can be an influential
factor for system stability. Therefore, it is imperative to characterise system stability
with geographically distributed wind resources. Historical wind generation and load
data from the Ireland power network were used to derive realistic wind and load
distribution scenarios for the test system while utilising the scenario reduction
technique presented in [21]. A unique set of stability indices were developed
considering the characteristics of wind generation. This study presents a novel
contribution towards characterising large disturbance rotor angle and voltage stability
in highly interconnected system with geographically distributed wind resources while
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considering the dynamic characteristics of various plant models for conventional
generators.

2. Dynamic Models of the Test Network and DFIG
2.1 The New England 39 bus system
The New England (NE) 39 bus system was reconfigured to replicate the generation
portfolio and wind regions of a wind rich power network. Therefore, original network
load and generation have been augmented to facilitate wind generation in the system,
while the original network topology was kept unchanged. The governor droop was set
at 4%, and the exciters were represented by the standard IEEE models [22]. A
schematic of the NE-39 bus system is illustrated in Figure 1.
In the modified NE-39 system, the maximum network load is 8,500 MW, while the
total installed conventional generation capacity of the network is 9,910 MW. Each
network area is installed with open-cycle gas turbines (OCGTs), since variability of
wind resources require fast-start generation resources to cope up with the network
demand during system operation. Nine wind farms are installed across five regions in
the NE-39 system while creating wind rich and wind poor regions in the network.
Each wind farm can generate 665 MW, and total installed wind capacity of the
network is approximately 6,000 MW. The total wind capacity is comprised of DFIG,
since the majority of onshore wind generators are of DFIG type, and it is expected to
retain the same trend in future [4]. Wind generators are assumed to have reactive
power capability of +/-100 MVAr, which is independent of active power dispatch of the
generator unit. Wind generation was added to the network at the locations shown in
Figure 1. The wind farm nodes were strategically chosen on the basis of proximity to
system loads, and existing synchronous generation. An aggregated wind farm model
has been used, and the configuration is similar to the topology used in [15]. The each
wind generator was rated at 5 MW and actual number of wind generators included in
a wind farm was based on the required size of the wind farm. The generation
capacities installed in each area of the NE-39 system are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Installed generation capacity of the NE-39 System
Area

CCGT (MW)

OCGT (MW)

ST (MW)

DFIG (MW)

Load (MW)

1

900

620

0

1334

1,553.4

2

1100

180

0

667

676.5

3

2250

180

1350

2001

3,728

4

900

350

0

667

939.8

5

900

280

900

1334

1,602.4

2.2 The DFIG Dynamic Simulation Model
A DFIG dynamic simulation model was developed in DIgSILENT Power Factory.
Operation and control strategies were adapted from the existing commercial wind
generator models [23-24]. The DFIG parameters are taken from [25]. The DFIG model
was designed as a three-mass model (with turbine, drive-shaft and generator inertia)
and the drive-train system was represented with finite shaft-stiffness. Since the
simulation time is limited to 10 s, a constant wind speed was assumed for all studies.
A schematic of the DFIG model is illustrated in Figure 2.
The dynamic simulation model can be configured to operate at fixed power factor
mode or voltage control mode. The DFIG has the fault ride-through (FRT) capability, in
which grid-side converter (GSC) operates as a static-synchronous compensator
(STATCOM) and crowbar protection is used as an auxiliary protection scheme to
protect the RSC during large faults. Modelling of DFIGs for dynamic and stability
studies are well documented in the published literature [26-27], thus for brevity the
simulation model will not be fully exemplified in this paper.
Active and reactive power control schemes of the RSC and GSC comprised of two
control schemes: slow controller and fast current controller. In terms of the GSC an
additional droop is implemented within the slow controller, since both controllers
control the reactive power at the PCC. A schematic of the RSC controller is shown in
Figure 3.
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As illustrated in Figure 3, the error between power references (i.e. Pref and Qref) and
power measurements (i.e. Pmea and Qmea) are calculated within the slow controller, and
fed through the internal PI controller to generate the appropriate current references
(i.e. Irq and Ird). At the RSC controller, the rotor currents are determined in the statorflux oriented reference frame; hence the q-axis component of the rotor current is
controlled in order to control the active power, while the d-axis component of the rotor
current is controlled in order to control the reactive power. Furthermore, it should be
noted that the DIgSILENT Power Factory power electronic converter models require
separate modulation indices for both d-axis and q-axis, hence they must be calculated
separately by the controller in order to independently control the active and reactive
power. Therefore, once the corresponding current references are determined they are
compared against the corresponding current measurements, and subsequently use to
derive the required modulation indices (i.e. mrq and mrd) for the RSC. Moreover, it is
imperative to discuss the reactive power control strategies incorporated to the DFIG,
since the DFIG model used in this work can be configured to operate either in fixed
power factor or voltage control modes. Figure 4 illustrates the voltage and power factor
control schemes of the DFIG.
where, Pavg, Qpf_ref, Qv_ref, Vmea, Vref, Kvref, Tvref and pf denote the average active power
output of the DFIG, the reactive power reference for the power factor control strategy,
the reactive power reference for the voltage control strategy, voltage measurement at
the PCC, reference voltage, voltage controller gain, voltage controller time constant,
and the power factor reference respectively. According to Figure 4, based on the
selected control strategy, Qref is obtained from the designated control scheme.

3. Large Disturbance Rotor Angle Stability (Transient Stability) Analysis
Classical transient stability studies are based on rotor angles measured against
their local bus voltages. However for a multi-machine power system the angular
separation between synchronous generators is an important factor to maintain
transient stability, since when the maximum rotor angle difference (MRAD) between
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two generators or a group of generators exceeds 180°, there will be a high probability
of losing stability, due to rapid voltage drop at intermediate points of the network,
inflicting voltage instability [28]. In particular, with distributed generation, angular
separation between machines may increase; hence it is important to define the rotor
angles in terms of a common reference frame.
3.1 Transient Rotor Angle Severity Index (TRASI)
Typically for a multi-machine power system the rotor angles are measured against
their local bus voltage, and therefore stability is analysed as a local phenomenon in
conventional methods during transient conditions. Typically, in a power system,
voltage phase angles vary (if transformer phase shifts are neglected) across the
network, and during grid disturbances voltage phase angle distributions are highly
variable due to the transient currents in the network. Therefore, rotor angle
measurements taken in a local reference frame are highly prone to misjudgement of
transient stability under such circumstances. The rotor angle can be specified w.r.t. to
several reference frames such as:


Rotor angle w.r.t. local bus voltage (δlocal)



Rotor angle w.r.t. slack-bus (reference machine) voltage angle (δref_v)



Rotor angle w.r.t. slack-bus (reference machine) rotor angle (δref_m)

The relative rotor angle measurements can be represented using a vector diagram as
illustrated in Figure 5.

δref, δref_v, δref_m, δlocal, and α denote the reference machine rotor angle, the rotor angle
w.r.t. the reference machine voltage angle, the rotor angle w.r.t. the reference machine
rotor angle, the rotor angle w.r.t. the local bus voltage, and the generator bus voltage
angle (a-axis) w.r.t. the reference machine voltage angle (a-axis), respectively. The
relative rotor angle can be specified based on the reference machine angle, and
provides a better stability indicator, since it incorporates the local rotor angle and
voltage angle of a particular machine in the network, this can be denoted as
follows [15].
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 ref _ v   local  

(1)

 ref _ m   local     ref
Furthermore, during transient disturbances, the rotor angle separation between
generators in the system depends on the loss of electromagnetic forces acting at a
generator terminal and changes in phase angle due to high currents flowing in the
network. Therefore, the maximum rotor angle difference ( δmax_d) can be specified based
on the rotor angles measured w.r.t. the reference machine angle as follows:

 max_ d (t )  max[  ref _ m1 (t )   ref _ m 2 (t )   ref _ m3 (t )  ...   ref _ mn (t )] 
min [ ref _ m1 (t )   ref _ m 2 (t )   ref _ m3 (t )  ...   ref _ mn (t )]

(2)

During transient grid disturbances the maximum rotor angle difference can vary
between 0° to 360° depending upon fault severity and the network strength as seen by
the synchronous generators. The ability to evaluate rotor angle instability based on

δmax_d is demonstrated considering two different faults in the New England 39 bus
system (see Figure 6).
According to Figure 6–(a), following a fault in the network, rotor angle of all ten
synchronous generators have regained their equilibrium while the δmax_d has also
recovered to the steady-state condition during the post fault period. Contrary, in
Figure 6–(b), four synchronous generators have fallen out-of-step during the post fault
period while δmax_d has reached 180°, which confirms the proposed angle is an accurate
method to evaluate stability of the network.
An index was defined using the maximum rotor angle difference to analyse the
severity of the angular separation between synchronous generators in a network
following a 150 ms three-phase short-circuit fault. The transient rotor angle severity
index (TRASI) is defined as follows:
pst
 360  max(  max_

d)

Transient Rotor Angl e Severity Index (TRASI ) = 

pre
 360  

max_ d
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(3)

pre
pst
 max_
d and  max_ d represent the post-disturbance and pre-disturbance maximum rotor

angle difference in the network respectively (see Figure 7). During transient
disturbances the synchronous generator rotor angles (w.r.t. the reference machine
angle) can vary between 180° to -180°. Therefore, theoretically, the maximum angle
difference can be 360° during a transient fault.
The TRASI is a comparative measure of rotor angle separation between synchronous
generators in the network following a transient grid fault. The index varies from 0 to 1,
with values closer to one considered to be more stable, since the angular separations
between the synchronous machines in the system are less compared to the pre-fault
values. A similar index is used in DSA PowerTech tools (Transient Stability Index (TSI)),
however rotor angles are measured w.r.t. local bus voltage angle [29]. The TRASI and
TSI were calculated for 150 ms short-circuit faults in the New England-39 bus system,
and the calculated indices are listed in Table 2. It must also be noted that the
individual rotor angles are measured between +180° and -180° during an out-of-step
condition, and the rotor angle will not be aggregated for each revolution deviated from
its steady-state position.
Table 2: Comparison of TRASI and TSI
TRASI

TSI

Area 1(Bus 6)

0.977

0.782

Area 2(Bus 18)

0.964

0.764

Area 3(Bus 19)

0.969

0.771

Area 4(Bus 21)

0.980

0.787

Area 5(Bus 28)

0.884

0.659

According to Table 2, both indices have indicated the same best (i.e. Area 4-Bus 21
fault) and worst (i.e. Area 5-Bus 28 fault) stability scenarios for the New England 39
bus system, hence it can be concluded that the proposed index for the transient
stability assessment is in close agreement with TSI. Furthermore, in order to simulate
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an unstable scenario a 465 ms three-phase short-circuit fault has been applied at
bus 19 of the network, and it has indicated a TRASI of 0.54 while the TSI for that
particular scenario was 0.33.

4. Voltage Stability Analysis
4.1 Transient voltage collapse proximity (TVCP) index
During large system disturbances, reactive power demand increases, in particular
with wind generation (mainly due to FSIGs and DFIGs during crowbar activation)
while creating large voltage dips across the network. As a consequence voltage
sensitivity to reactive power is a critical factor in order to maintain voltage stability
during post-fault period. The V-Q curve represents bus voltage sensitivity to reactive
power during the steady-state. A study presented by Chowdhury and Taylor [30]
argued that voltage stability analysis based on V-Q curve may misleading mainly due
to time dependent control aspects are not incorporated into instability assessment,
hence it is imperative to evaluate voltage stability using dynamic simulations. The
presented method consider both instability point in the V-Q curve and V-Q trajectory
during dynamic conditions to determine the proximity to voltage instability of a given
network node during a grid disturbance.
Consider a simple test system shown in Figure 8, which is comprised of a
transmission line having a significantly large reactance, a load and a wind farm. For
the test system shown in Figure 8, assume that the load power consumption is larger
than the power generation at the wind farm; hence we can define net active and
reactive power at the busbar BR as;

PN  PL  PG   0

(4)

Q N  QL  QG   0

The following equation can be derived for the power transfer at the receiving end
(busbar BR) of the line [31];
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VS V R
sin 
X
2
VV
V
Q N   R  S R cos 
X
X
PN  

(5)

In order to derive the V-Q curve, for a range of receiving end voltages (VR), angle θ is
first computed (assuming constant active power PN), and then the corresponding
reactive power QN is derived. It is further assumed that sending voltage VS (busbar BS)
is stiff in comparison to the VR (busbar BR). However, if the majority of the local
demand is satisfied by the local generation (which is very likely for a system with high
distributed wind generation), then we can assume that cos  1 , hence QN in Eqn. (5)
becomes;
2

VV
V
QN   R  S R
X
X
At the V-Q instability point;

(6)

dQ N
 0 , hence (6) becomes;
dV

dQN
V
2V
 R  S 0
dVR
X
X

(7)

Therefore, at the point of instability occurs when;

VR 

VS
2

(8)

Hence, if the receiving end voltage decreases below

VS
any increase in reactive power
2

can’t retrieve the receiving end voltage unless net active power injection is increased
(i.e. PN become closer to zero or negative). This is unlikely for a system with distributed
wind generation, since wind generators harvest maximum power from the available
wind resources as they operate at the maximum power point (MPP), hence can’t
increase active power production as conventional generators. Moreover, as the shortcircuit fault occurs, wind generator MPP moves away from the optimal value [25],
hence it will take considerable time to (1 -5 s) recover back to the pre-fault steadystate active power production. Therefore, it is unlikely that wind generation will
increase PN during both steady-state and transient operating conditions.
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Furthermore, Eqn. (6) can be rearranged in the following form;
2

VV
VR
 S R  QN  0
X
X

(9)

VR  VS VR  XQ N  0
2

The general solution for receiving end voltage VR can be written as;

VR 

VS  VS2  4 XQ N

(10)

2

Thus, for VR to stabilise at a feasible value, following condition must be satisfied;

VS2
 QN
4X

(11)

According to (11), as long as QN is lesser than

VS2
, receiving end voltage will stabilise
4X

in the stable region. As the fault occurs, QN is likely to vary significantly due to the
dynamics associated with load and generation connected to the busbar [31]. In
particular, reactive power consumption of an induction machine load (i.e. QL will
increase, hence the QN) will increase during the post-fault period [31]. Thus, if no
reactive power support is provided by the wind generator (QG), it doesn’t result in any
feasible steady-state voltage at the receiving end (busbar BR). However, if reactive
power support is provided by the wind generator (through voltage control strategy and
power factor control strategy), then it will lessen QN, hence it will more likely to result
in a feasible steady-state voltage at the receiving end. Therefore, reactive power control
strategy is an important determinant for the V-Q based voltage stability. Consider four
scenarios listed in Table 3 for the test network shown in Figure 8.
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Table 3: Test scenarios for V-Q stability boundary verification
VS (pu)

X (pu)

PN (pu)

VS/2 (pu)

VS2
4X

Scenario 1

1

0.10

0.01

0.5

2.5

Scenario 2

1

0.05

0.10

0.5

5.0

Scenario 3

1

0.10

0.50

0.5

2.5

Scenario 4

1

0.10

0.80

0.5

2.5

V-Q curves were generated for scenarios shown in Table 3 while varying the VR from
1.05 pu to 0.1 pu, and then the stability boundaries were also plotted together with
the V-Q curve (see Figure 9).
As illustrated in Figure 9, four quadrants can be identified around the V-Q
instability point (i.e.

dQ N
 0 ). Also, it can be observed that when PN is a larger value
dV

(i.e. when the power import is a larger value) stability boundary defined by (

VS2
)
4X

moves slightly away from the instability point (due to the assumption made on θ when
deriving the Eqn. (8)). However, when distributed wind generation increases it will
decrease power import from the transmission network (i.e. when PN decreases), and
subsequently the derived stability boundaries are in close agreement with the V-Q
curve.
A generic V-Q curve is illustrated in Figure 10. VSS, VDV, VQV, QSS, QDV and QQV
denote steady-state bus voltage, dynamic bus voltage, voltage at the V-Q instability
margin, steady-state reactive power, dynamic reactive power and reactive power at the
V-Q instability margin respectively. During steady-state conditions bus voltage will
vary along the V-Q curve based on reactive power variation at the busbar for a
constant active power demand. During a large system disturbance, the network bus
voltages are depressed while increasing the reactive power demand of the network,
hence operating point moves away from the steady-state operating point (L1). The V-Q
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trajectory during a network fault is largely based on the load dynamics and reactive
power control schemes of the distributed wind generation systems at the busbar. The
point L3 (i.e. dynamic operating point) can move in the four quadrants defined around
the V-Q instability margin during the post-fault period. However, as illustrated in
Figure 10, it is infeasible to stabilise the bus voltage in three quadrants, since they
violate the stability boundaries defined in (8) and (11). Therefore, a sensitivity index
was derived based on relative proximity of the steady-state operating point (L1) and the
dynamic operating point (L3) towards the V-Q instability margin (L2), which can be
defined as follows:

TVCPI  ( / )

PDV
PSS

(12)

PSS and PDV denote the steady-state and dynamic bus voltage proximity to V-Q
instability margin respectively, and they are defined as follows:

PSS  (VSS  VQV ) 2  (QSS  QQV ) 2

(13)

PDV  (VDV  VQV ) 2  (QDV  QQV ) 2

Furthermore, a sign convention was also defined based on the quadrant. The TVCPI



becomes negative when either VR 



V2

VS 
 or  S  QN  violated by the dynamic
2 
 4X


operating point. A large negative TVCPI indicates likely voltage instability issue in the
network. It should also note that reactive power was normalised based on the absolute
reactive power demand at the V-Q instability point. This method incorporates the
influence of reactive power and voltage control devices (i.e. synchronous generators/
condensers, automatic tap changing transformers, static VAr compensators (SVCs),
static-synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) and capacitor banks) on V-Q trajectory
during dynamic conditions and its proximity to static V-Q instability margin.
Therefore, if the dynamic Q-V trajectory is traced it can able to evaluate the proximity
to the steady-state voltage instability point, however dynamic nature of the control
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devices enable it to recover from the instability regions defined around the Q-V
instability point (Figure 10). Nevertheless if the dynamic control devices reach their
maximum limit such as maximum tap position, maximum reactive power limit of the
SVCs and STATCOMs, and over-excitation limit (OEL), and subsequently Q-V
trajectory will never recover back from the unstable regions. Thus, TVCPI can be used
as a robust voltage stability indicator for a wind rich network.
In order to further validate the index, two fault scenarios have been simulated using
the New England-39 bus system. Figure 11 illustrates the V-Q curve and V-Q
trajectory of buses 24 and 28 during a fault at area 5 (bus 21) in the New England -39
bus system. The V-Q trajectory for bus 24 has moved away from the V-Q instability
margin during the fault while creating voltage stability issues in the network (see
Figure 11-(a)). The TVCPI becomes negative during the fault, and soon after fault is
cleared it has further reduced due to the deteriorated voltage recovery response at bus
24. According to Figure 11-(b), the V-Q trajectory is within the positive region of V-Q
curve; hence it is less likely to cause voltage instability during the post-fault period. As
illustrated in Figure 11-(b), the TVCPI is also positive during the fault.

5. Case Study: Stability Analysis of a Wind Rich Interconnected Network
The MATPOWER optimal power flow (OPF) functionality [32] has been used to derive
generation dispatch while using wind and load distribution scenarios obtained
through scenario reduction technique in [21]. A base voltage of 110 kV was assumed
for the NE-39 system, while +/- 0.05 pu voltage variation was allowed during OPF.
Furthermore, for each scenario it is assumed that all wind generators are online,
except for very low wind scenarios (< 2%). Therefore, the required wind dispatch is
achieved by varying the power output of the each wind generator. It is assumed that
CCGT and steam turbine (ST) units have 40 MW spinning reserve response while
OCGTs are assumed to have 25 MW reserve response. The total system reserve was
set approximately equal to the size of the largest conventional plant dispatch level and
exact value varies from one scenario to another.
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5.1 Characteristics of Dispatch Case Studies
The penetration levels of wind, CCGT and other conventional generation, and their
associated probabilities for dispatch cases are illustrated in Figure 12-(a). The
associated probability was determined based on the historical data for a real power
network. It should be noted that penetration level was determined as a ratio of the
load demand for each dispatch case. According to Figure 12-(a), the aggregated wind
and CCGT/OCGT penetration level is more than 50% for all scenarios, hence wind and
CCGT/OCGT dynamics are of paramount importance when determining the stability
of the network.
Wind integration directly affects the system inertial response due to the decoupled
nature of the power electronic converter system of the DFIG; hence system inertia is
extremely important for system frequency stability. An average inertia constant for
each area was calculated considering both synchronous and wind generation (see
Figure 12-(b)). However, inertia constant for the DFIG wind generator was assumed to
be zero as their electromechanical dynamics are decoupled from electrical dynamics.
According to Figure 12-(b), a significant difference in inertia can be observed for
various regions in the network; in particular areas 1 and 2 depict the largest inertia
variation across all dispatch scenarios. This is due to the fact that the generating
resources of those regions are mainly comprised of inertialess wind generation.
5.2 Transient stability analysis for dispatch scenarios
For each dispatch scenario, a three-phase short-circuit fault was initiated in each
area of the network and TRASI was calculated. It is assumed that wind generators are
operating at constant power factor mode. Figure 13 illustrates the TRASI of each
region for ten dispatch scenarios considering a 150 ms three-phase short-circuit fault
in each region. According to Figure 13 transient stability has worsen when a fault
occurs in Area 5. This is mainly due to the dynamic interactions between wind and
conventional generation in area 5.
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This phenomenon can be explained as follows: When a fault occurs in area 5 (bus 21)
it significantly affects the wind generation due to the voltage reduction across the
region. In particular, active power production has significantly impaired during the
fault and substantial reactive power is absorbed by the wind generators due to
crowbar activation. This has deteriorated the voltage recovery profile across Area 5
while leading to large rotor angle deviations as consequence of electromechanical
power imbalance at the generator. This is due to the fact that when network voltage
decreases it will result in a power imbalance between the electrical power output and
mechanical power input to the generator as the electrical power output from the
generator depends on the terminal voltage. When the electrical power output is lower
than the mechanical power input, it will create an acceleration torque at the
generator, hence the generator rotor angle will deviate from the steady-state angle.
For example, a fault in Area 5 has resulted in a severe impact on local wind
generation (i.e. DFIG22) while deteriorating the voltage at bus 35 during the post-fault
period, and ultimately it has resulted in large rotor angle oscillations at generator at
bus 35 (see Figure 14). However, it should be noted that when a fault occurs at Area 2,
it has an insignificant impact on post-fault voltage recovery. Thus rotor angle
perturbation at the local generator unit (i.e. CCGT38) is insignificant compared to
generator at bus 35, since impact of localised wind generation is substantially low.
The interaction between wind and conventional generation is further evident from
Figure 15. According to Figure 15 high penetration of both wind and conventional
generation likely to cause transient stability issues due to increased dynamic
interactions. As an example, for wind to conventional generation ratio of 0.86, it has
indicated a TRASI of 0.73, and that has been improved to 0.88 when wind to
conventional generation increased to 3.5. This indicates another vital fact that when
wind generation is extremely dominant in the network it can improve transient
stability of the network. Therefore, network regions with both high wind and
conventional generation are likely to result in severe transient stability issues in the
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network, in particular when ratio between wind and conventional generation is closer
to 1.
Furthermore, this study has been extended to specifically analyse the effect of
crowbar operation while assuming enhanced FRT (i.e. rotor current transient is not
significant to activate the crowbar protection) for DFIG. According to Figure 15-(b), it
has indicated an improvement in transient stability; however same transient stability
deterioration trend can be seen as observed in Figure 13 for scenarios with significant
wind and conventional generation due to reduction in wind generation during local
faults. Therefore, despite the improvement in TRASI, stability characteristics due to
geographically distributed wind resources remained unchanged during high wind and
conventional generation.
In addition, wind generator operating strategy has also been analysed and it has also
shown same regional transient stability issues due to geographic distribution of wind
resources. It should be noted that wind farms operating at voltage control mode is
more beneficial for transient stability, however as the FRT of wind generators enable
wind farms to operate at voltage control mode by dispatching reactive power during
the fault, the impact on transient stability is marginal.
5.3 Voltage stability analysis of dispatch scenarios
The minimum TVCPI was recorded for wind farm buses in area 1 considering the
faults in each area for four dispatch cases (i.e. scenario 1, 3, 6 and 9). These scenarios
were selected as their wind and conventional generation ratios are significantly
different from each other. It is assumed that wind generators are operating at constant
power factor mode.
According to Figure 16, local fault is more detrimental on voltage stability, however
faults in other regions have also significantly influenced on voltage stability of area 1.
As an example, for scenario 6 (wind/conventional=0.89) it has indicated a TVCPI of 3.64 for bus 25 and that has been improved to -1.07 for scenario 9 (wind/
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conventional=0.1). Similar trend can be observed for wind farms in other network
regions, thus for brevity area 1 observations are discussed here. This was due to the
fact that geographically distributed wind in other regions absorbs reactive power due
to crowbar activation and creates deteriorated voltage profile across the network. In
addition, for high wind and conventional scenarios (i.e. scenarios 3 and 6 – refer
Figure 15-(a)) have indicated largest voltage instability issues due to aforementioned
wind and conventional generation interactions. Therefore, localised high wind
generation may trigger voltage stability issues in power networks.
The crowbar protection is an auxiliary protection for modern DFIGs, however extreme
fault cases it’s likely to operate crowbar protection due to large voltage fluctuations at
the DFIG terminals. If DFIGs are capable to mitigate large rotor current transients
while avoiding crowbar activation TVCPI can be improved from 1.99 to 1.78 for bus 18
during a fault at bus 18 in scenario 6.
5.4 Influence of wind generator control strategy
When wind generators are operating at fixed power factor (PF) mode, V-Q instability
limit reaches with less reactive power while for voltage and droop control strategies VQ instability margin moves further away from the steady-state operating point [33].
However, it should be noted that modern DFIGs inject reactive power in order to
recover voltage during system contingencies; hence wind generator control strategy
during system contingencies is a non-influential factor for V-Q trajectory during the
fault.
According to Figure 17, power factor control strategy depicts the worst TVCPI
compared to other two strategies. As an example, it has indicated a TVCPI of -2 for bus
18 for PF mode and that has been improved to 0.70 for voltage control mode.
However, it should be noted that irrespective of the control strategy the impact of
geographically distributed wind generation on voltage stability remain unchanged .

6. Conclusions
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This study has investigated stability issues with geographically distributed wind
resources in a power network using novel stability indices. In particular, a novel
voltage stability index was developed to take into account the proximity of the V-Q
trajectory to the V-Q instability margin of a network node. In this regard, particular
emphasis has been placed on wind farm nodes, since wind farm FRT characteristics
will significantly influence network voltage stability. This study has shown that
network regions with high penetration of both wind and conventional generation have
detrimental stability issues due to their non-complementary characteristics. In
contrast, a dominance of either wind or conventional generation can improve transient
and voltage stability of the network. Future DFIG wind farms can be equipped with
enhanced FRT strategies to mitigate DC link transients, and hence alleviate crowbar
activation and improve stability. Nevertheless, existing DFIGs are equipped with
conventional FRT techniques, and their penetration levels are substantial in certain
network regions, and hence they will still trigger stability issues during network faults
in

future.

The

control

strategy

also

influences

stability,

however

stability

characteristics associated with network regions remain unchanged irrespective of the
control strategy of the wind generator.
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Figure 1: Modified New England-39 bus network.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6: The New England-39 bus system rotor angle variations; (a) Stability
condition, (b) Instability condition.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 12: (a) Wind/ CCGT penetrations vs probability for generation scenarios; (b)
Area inertia constant for generation scenarios.
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Figure 14: Comparison between fault at area 2 and area 5 for dispatch scenario 3.
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Figure 16: The TVCPI recorded for two wind farm buses in area 1 for dispatch cases.

(b)
Figure 17: V-Q curves for bus 16 under different control strategies for the DFIG.
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